
 

 

SHAW AND SUPERSHAW:
SHAVIAN NIETZSCHEANISM RECONSIDERED

di REINHOLD GRIMM

 

As is meet and proper when tackling both Friedrich Nietzsche
and George Bernard Shaw, I shall begin With an aphoristic, slightly
provocau've, and, perhaps, even paradoxical statement. It reads

as follows:

If, according to Nietzsche, Man precedes Superman, Supershaw, according to me,

precedes Shaw.

Bold and enigmatic enough for a homespun statement, isn’t
it? Indeed it almost sounds like a maxim from, say, Tbe Quint-

exsence of Sbaviam'sm or Nietzschean, All—Too-Nietzxcbean. Hence,

let me try to explain, to elaborate a bit on this imaginary quotation!

That there exists a relationship between Shaw and Nietzsche
is of course a truism. However, opinions differ widely as to the
nature and extent of such an Irish—German connection. One critic
all but denies it, observing that « Shaw [...] wrongly enjoys — if
that is the word—the popular reputation of having been influenced
by Nietzsche >> ‘. Conversely, another critic, with equal certitude,
bluntly decrees that « Nietzschean influence » on Shaw « must be
regatded as a fact » 2. And others yet would like to steer clear of
either alternative. For instance, it has been noted, shrewdly if

somewhat ambiguously, that the Irishman’s name « is always one

‘ PATRICK BRIDGWATEI, Nietzsche in Anglamxany: A Study of Nietzxcbe's
Impact on English and American Literamre, Leicester 1972, p. 59.

1 Mum ELLEHAUGE, The Position of Bernard Shaw in European Drama and
Philosophy, New York 1966, p. 362.
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of the first to appear in any discussion of Nietzsche’s influence » 3;
likewise, it has been pointed out that Shaw in turn « had a great
deal to do With the vogue of Nietzsche in England » and contributed
« more than anyone else to make Nietzsche known ». Nevertheless,

as the same critic oddly concludes, « it was not [Shaw’s] inten-
tion to do so », despite « the many references » to the German
philosopher and his ideas ‘.

A meandering argument, if ever there was one! Still, I must

agree that the problem is intricate. Although two major monographs
tracing the impact of Nietzsche on the English-speaking commu-
nity—by David S. Thatcher and Patrick Bridgwater, respectively—
have in fact been brought out in recent years, we are far from
having reached a consensus. The former, with his Nietzsche in
England of 1970, might be labeled a kind of pro-Nietzschean, since
he allows for the closest relations possible, While the latter, in his

Nietzsche in Anglomxony published in 1972, reveals himself as
an anti—Nietzschean of 501155, determined to play down any and
all such possibilities. But, significantly, not even Bridgwater can
wipe out Shavian Nietzscheanism altogether. However stemly
he may ìnsist that « Shaw seems to have had his doubts about
Nietzsche and to have been surprisingly little influenced by him »,
he is compelled to concede that the dramatist « took an interest
in the philosopher's work right from the publication of the first
translations », indeed that he « recognized Nietzsche as a kindred-
spirit, a fellow—iconoclast whose “sense of the world’ Was ‘more

or less akin’ to his own » ". Thatcher, on the other hand, is firmly

convineed that there obtained in Shaw not just a vague ‘interest’
in Nietzsche: actually, he surmises, the Irishman must have had

a detailed and thorough knowledge of the German’s writings.
« Shaw read as much Nietzsche as was available », we are told

in no uncertain terms, « and even made the admission, which

3 MB. HUMBLE, Early British Interest in Nietzxcbe, in «German Life and
Letters », XXIV (1971), p. 332.

‘ Cf. ibid. as well as CAR]. LEV'lNE, Social Criticixm in Shaw and Nietzsche,

in «The Shaw Review », X, 2 (1967), p. 9, who approvingly quotes ARTHUR H.

NE'n-mxco’r, Bernard Xbaw, Philosopher, in «PMLA », LXIX (1954), pp. 57-75.
5 See, however, my Comparing Kafka and Nielzscbe, in « German Quarterly »,

LII (1979), pp. 339-50.
° Emm“, ap. cit., p. 65 f.
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seems to have been universally overlooked, that he had read some
Nietzsche in the original » ’.

What an extravagant tribute! G. B. S., in order to study his
controversial “madman” ‘, deigned to struggle with German, « that

intractahle tongue », as he once had complained! ’ It’s scarcely
credible! Yet Thatcher, summarizing his findings, insists for his

part:

Shaw acknowledged Nietzsche’s importance as a great artist—philosopher, claimed

intellectual kinship with him, and probably had a better first-hand acquaintance

with Nietzsche's work than he as generally been given credit for or even than he

himself, for various reasons, wished to admit “’.

Shavian Nietzscheanism, in other words, is being negated

and affitmed today as strictly and fervidly as ever ". What Bridg-
water and Thatcher represent, With their extensive contributions,

reflects the unresolved dispute from around the turn of the century,
concerning, essentially, Shaw’s submission to, or immunity from,

the Nietzschean ‘spell’. These two critics still continue the old
battle of independence, as it were; and though each side has now
mustered a surfeit of proof, neither has as yet won the day.

Is it, then, the mischievous Irishman himself who has to be

held responsible for the persistent confusion, as Thatcher intimates?

Is Shaw alone the culprit? But before we listen to his own
testimony, let us briefly ponder some circumstantial evidence!
For not only are there certain ‘admissions’ that must not be over-
looked, there are certain facts as well. Of course, one of them,
Shaw’s rendition of that fatal slogan from Thu: Spake Zarathustra,
“Ubermensch”, as “Superman”, is sufficiently known. The Shavian
coinage was greeted With relief, even enthusiasm, and adopted

" DAvm S. THATCHER, Nietzsche in England 1890-1914: The Gmwtb of «
Reputation, Toronto—Buffalo 1970, p. 188.

. GEORGE BERNARD Smw, Man and Superman: A Comedy and :: Phi—
lompby, New York 1903, p. 136.

9B. SHAW, Dramahc Opinions and Endys will; an Apology, 2 vcl.s‚ New
York 1916, I, 82.

1" THATCHER, op. cit., p. 217.
" For a brief survey, see WALTER Tons’naN Rtx, Nietzsche: Einfluß auf Shaw:

Ein Beilmg zum Verständnis der Shawxcben Geixteswell, in «literatur in Wi;
sellschaft und Unterricht », IV (1971), pp. 123—39.
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immediately, according to an early witness — who, by the way,
tried to show off his German yet merely betrayed his crass
ignorance, spelling “Mensch” with an a instead of an e and thus
producing “Manseh”, which means precisely a muddle or mess.
Quite ingenuously, he declared:

We did not take kindly to Zarathustra’s ‘Uebermansch' because its literal transla-

tion the Overman sounded too much like a Foreman; but Mr. Shaw’s inspired

hybrid ‘Superman' has happily solved that difficulty".

Less known, I suspect, though hardly less telling is some-
thing else. Namely, Shaw’s “inspired hybrid” was begotten, in
all likelihood, unter the watchful eyes of Zarathustra’s prophet
himself, since a portrait of Nietzsche belonged to the fixtures of
Shaw’s London apartment. In Thatcher’s view, this tutelary pres-
ence of the German at the playwrìght’s flat bespeaks a closeness
that is nothing short of an « admiration [...] beyond question » "
Which may well be true; for Shaw, after all, was among the first
in England to express his willingness to subscribe to a translation
of Nietzsche’s complete works", and, furthermore, welcomed a
proposal to found an “English Nietzsche Society" as early as 1898.
He then deemed it « quite possible », as he wrote in a long- 1
forgotten letter dug up by none other than Bridgwater, « that a
Nietzsche Society [...] might repeat on the ethical plane the suc-
cess of the Fabian Society on the political one » "". Let us also bear
in mind that Shaw, during those years, frequented circles and
befriended people that were not only most favorable to Nietzsche’s
message but virtually instrumental ìn transmitting it to their
country: for example, the poet John Davidson, whose patton he
became, is usually cited as the very first to have introduced the
German to an English public. And there is still more such evi-
dence Which could be gather “. As late as 1913, When the

11 Quoted by THATCHEI, op. cit., p. 204.
” Ibid., p. 192.
" Cf. Humana, op cit, p. 328 f
15 See BRIDGWATER, op. cit., p.64
“’ See MARGERY M. MORGAN, Shaw, Yeats, Nìelucbe, and the Religion of Art,

in « Kosmos », I (1967), p. 33.
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famous Danish scholar and Nietzschean, Georg Brandes, gave a
lecture in London with the dramatist in the Chair, he was presented
by Shaw as an infallible critic who « recognizes a man of genius
ìnstinctively,» and « as soon as he sees him » ” ‚Half the time,
to be sure, the Irishman had his tongue in his check; yet he
candidly praised the Dane’s serendipity — and thereby, Friedrich
Nietzsche. For, naturally, the greatest discovery Brandes ever
made was the Ione philosophet of Sìls-Maria.

Granted, Shaw‘s express pronouncements on Nietzsche and
Nietzsche’s work are decidedly different. His own testimony can
at best be said to be contradictory; on the whole, however, unvar-

nished denials and disclaimers appear to outweigh and, as often as
not, Cancel all admissions and concessions. This direct if doubtful

evidence, Which covers about the same period as already indicated,

from the 1890's to the eve of the First World War, is contained in

the prefaces to two of Shaw’s plays and in letters and occasional
articles of his, as well as in a number of reviews he penned, both

of books by Nietzsche and of secondary literature “. And, needless
to say, every bit of it makes exceedingly good reading. I tend to
side with Thatcher in these matters, as ought to be obvious by
now, and do have my qualms, to put it mildly; but even so I find
it hard not to quote G. B. S. at considerable length. His dieta,
on whatever subject, are simply too intriguing, the temptations
for an'indomitable lover of bonmots like myself, too strong and
numerous. In fact, they are almost irresistible.

Nonetheless, sacrifices will be imperative, and it Will also be

necessary to view Shaw’s testimony in perspective. Three general—
isations can, I suppose, be made. First, Shaw’s utterances are fat
more balanced in the beginning; only later on—— with one important
exception -— outright negations prevail. Second, he maintains that
there has been an indigenous insular tradition, so to speak, of

iconoclasrn, Le. modernism, as opposed to that on the continent
of which Nietzsche’s teachings form a part. Third, Nietzsche is

” See Shaw Crowd: Ou! Brandes, in «The Independent Shavùm », III, 3
(1969), p. 41 f.

“ For instance, Shaw reviewed AR. ORAGE’S Friedrich Nietzsche: The Diony-
xian Spirit of the Age, London 1906, in the « Fabian News », XVII (April 1907),
p. 37 f. (see below).
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seldom treated or maltreated as an isolated figure although, whether
lumped in With a group or singled out for special chastisement, he
is denied any impact on Shaw’s thought and work, and some
originality of his own to boot. Take, for instance, the preface
to Major Barbara. The disclaimers it abounds with are virtual
commonplaces. To fancy « that the modern objection to Christi-
anity as a pemicious sIave-morality Was first put forward by
Nietzsche » is ridiculous, according to Shaw, as is « the delusion

that nobody but Nietzsche had ever challenged our mercante-
Christian morality » as suc “. Yet not only Nietzsche is being
dismissed here as a possible source of influence, but rather the
entire phalanx of continental modernists, iconoclastic philosophers

and playwrights aJike. From the outset, indeed in the opening
paragraph, Shaw lashes out against his critics for invariably in-
sinuating « that I am echoing Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Ibsen,
Strindberg, Tolstoy, of some other heresiarch from northern or

eastern Europe » “. His geography may be a little shaky, ad-
mittedly; but his attack is all the more unequivocal. And similar

protestations to his independence and autonomy recur in an essay
published posthumously, just a few years ago, under the title The
Past—been Renaxcence of the Drama 1911 ”, as well as in a footnote
he added to the 1912 re—edition of his tteatise of 1891, The

Quintesxence of Ibsem'xm 22. Even in an obituary notice written
upon Ibsen’s death, Shaw could not suppress :: statement to this
effect ”. The names of his “heresiarchs” are shuffled around and
his list, accordingly, begins with Ibsen and ends with Nietzsche;
his summary denial, however, remains unchanged.

All the same, Shaw’s preface to Major Barbara of 1906 does
constitute his most vehement public rejection of any imputatìon
of Nietzscheanism. His most outspoken private remark, on the
other hand, is perhaps to be found in a letter to his biographer,

" Cf. G.B. SHAW, Major Barbara, Penguin Edition, n. d., p. 13.
2° Ibid.‚ p. 9.
“ Cf. Shaw und Ihren: Bernard Sbaw’s The Quinlessence ol Ibsenixm and

Related Writings. Ed. with an introductory essay by ].L. WISENTHAL, Toronto—
Buffalo—London 1979, p. 247.

22 Ibidv, p. 125 fn.
ß Ibid., p. 242.
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Archibald Henderson. Dating from 1905, it is typically Shavian
in every respect, and surely not devoid of sarcasm; yet it is not
entirely negative:

Nietzsche’s erudition I believe to be all nonsense. I think he wm academic ìn the

sense of having a great deal of second—hand bookvlenmìng about him, and don’t

care for him except when he is perfectly original — that is, when he is dmling

With matters Which a peasant migt have dealt with if he had brains enough,

and had had the run of a library. You feel how clever and imaginative he is,

and how much he has derived from writers of genius and from his own humanity

about men and nations; but he is always the speculative university professor or
the solitary philosopher and poet, never quite the worker and man of affairs

or the executive artist in solid material [...] “.

What strikes me as astonishing here is not so much Shaw's
quip, however revealing, on Nietzsche’s rustic originality, nor even

his wisecrack — which is itself utterly nonsensical — about Nietz-
sche’s lack of erudition. Rather, it is Shaw’s keen discernment of
certain basic flaws and weaknesses in the German’s philosophizing
at large. Could they really have been petceived by a man Who had
« never » made a « thoroughgoìng study » of Nietzsche, as he
swore 75? Exactly the same applies to the following (if only
implicit) evaluation, also from his letter to Henderson:

[...] Nietzsche’s views, instead of being added soberly to the existing body of
philosophy, are treated as if they were & sort of music-hall performance ”.

Though it Was clearly Shaw himself Who, if anyone, contrib-
uted liberally to such a ‘performance', yet all these insights and
assessments presuppose an acquaintance with Nietzsche that far
transcends the limited and superficial knowledge the Irishman
chose to admit.

And the same holds true once more, in spite of Shaw’s flip-
pancy and contradictoriness, for the reviews he published on the
German’s writings. After all, they irrefutably document that he
was familiar not merely with Nietzxcbe contra Wagner, as befit-

" Quoted by ARCHIBALD HENDERSON, George anrd Shaw: Man af tbe
Centgsry, New York 1956, p. 770.

[bid
» 1wa 
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ted the author of The Perfect Wagnerite, but also With Tim;
Spa/ee Zaralbuxtm and On the Genealogy of Murals, among other
things. Expressively enough, “Giving the Devil his Due”, as the
note devoted to the latter two works is entitled, portrayed Nietz-
sche as « a Devil’s Advocate of the modern type » ”, and thus in-
tegrated him promptly into that European “movement” ” or “cause”
of diabolic rebels or revolutionists whose list Shaw used to recite.
This time, however, he did so approvingly, and both With the
addition of Richard Wagner und the inclusion of his own name.
« I, too, was a Diabolonian born » the Irish punster proudly
proclaimed, alluding, it goes without saying, to Nietzsch’es self—
styled Polish extraction, and most bookishly though Shavianly at
that ”. Not only did Shaw readily agree that « the cause found its
dramatist in Ibsen,» but he likewise declared: «After the dramatist

came the philosopher. In England, G. B. S.: in Germany, Nietz—
sche » — who is referred to, in these remarks dating from the
1890’5, not as a rustic at all, but as the « epigrammatic Diabolo-

nian » 3°. Even Wagner’s Siegfried hat the honor to be prononunced
“a good Diabolonian” by Shaw! The Irishman, Without getting
tired of his pun, gleefully expatiated on his worthy accomplices,
relishing What he held they had in common with him: namely,
to drag

duty, unselfishness, idealism, sacrifica, and the rest of the annidiabolic scheme to the

bar at which it had ìndjcted so many excellent Diaboloniflns 31.

Indeed, with this fleeting note — for it is no more than a

note —— Shaw did give the devil his due.
The other early Nietzsche review of Shaw’s, the one devoted

to the volume containing Nietzxcbe contra Wagner, appeared under
a title that sounds deceptively plain and modest. But might we
not call such a title laconic and lapidary as well? Doesn’t « Nietz«
sche in England”, as it reads, again presuppose an intimate knowl-

z1 BERNARD SHAW, Pen Portrait: and Review:, London 1949, p. 218.
” Cf. Shaw and Ibsen, cit., p. 125 fn.
29 SHAW, Pen Portrait: und Rwiewx, cit., p. 219.
3" Ibid.
31 Ibid
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edge of the man and his work, on the part of the critic at least,
if not on that of the audience? Nor must we be taken aback
when we hit upon the categorical verdict: « Nietzsche is worse
than shocking, he is simply awful [...] ». In truth, this apparent
condemnation amounts to high praise in Shaw’s mouth, since he
hastens to define the German’s awful “epigrams” (and, implicitly,
the equally “awful” ones of George B. Shaw, we might add) as
being « written With phosphorus on brimstone » 32. Nietzsche has
in fact produced, according to Shaw, « some new and very strikìng
and suggestive combinations of ideas ». He is, no question about
it, « a philosopher— that is to say, something totally unintelligible
to an Englishman », as we are informed”. And Nietzsche, to be
sure, would have been the last to contradict the Irishman on either

count. Shaw actually went so far as to tell his public With regard
to the man whose erudition he dismissed as nonsense:

In short, his sallies, petuhmt and impossible as some of them are, are the work

of a rare spirit and are pregnant with its vitality 3‘.

Only in one respect, that of practical criticism, did Shaw feel
he was not « on common ground with Nietzsche ». Heatedly and
almost pounding his fist, so to speak, he shouted:

[...] not for a moment will I suffer any one to compare me to him as & critic.

Never was there a deafer, blinder, socially and politically inepter academician 35. 
The serman is as long as it is repetitive, and can easily be

skipped; but, as has aptly been observed precisely by a pro-
Shavian, the « Whole tone here makes it quite clear that Shaw is
writing of a fellow-iconoclast who threatens to steal some of his
own thunder [...] » ”.

We may also skip, I trust, Shaw’s defense of Wagner in this
review, for he grossly misread not only Nietzsche’s am‘biguous

32 Cf. SHAW, Dramatic Opiniam und Essays, cit., p. 385.
” Ibid., pp. 387 and 383.
“ Ibid., p. 387.
35 Ibid.‚ p. 386.
3‘ Bmwnn, ap. cit., p. 63.
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attack on the composer (its « refreshing ingenuìty and force »

notwithstanding) but, even more so, the ironic idolatry of Georges
Bizet‘s Carmen Nietzsche indulged in. On such occasions, it is
true, the German was pflloried mercilessly by the Irishman for
having made blithering and inexcusable blunders, indeed was re-

proached of sheet « professorial folly » ” . It is no less true, how-
ever, that the playwright sometimes prajsed and celebrated the
philosopher, albeit with a typical twist, and ‘Willingly and near
unequivocally pledged his allegiance to him. This occurred, above
all, in Shaw‘s brilliant piece of 1903, Man und Superman —— With
its dream scene, “Don Juan in Hell", in particular _ as well as
in his prefatory letter "To Arthur Bingham Walkley”. While we
can merely infer that he was prepared to stand up for Nietzsche
in his treatise on Tbe Sanity of Art, as has been suggested “, and
to exculpate him from « the charge of degeneration levelled by
Max Nordau », he certainly did not conceal his esteem of Nietz-
sche in the former work, so appropriately termed "A Comedy
and a Philosophy”, and supplemented, most Nietzscheanly, with
an aphoristic “Revolutionist’s Handbook”. But I need not belabor
its various attestations, be they the devil’s or Shaw’s own, to

an affinity With « that German Polish madmax: » and « confirmed
Life Force worshipper [...] who raked up the Superman >> 39, or
With those << axtist—philosophers » in general _ « the only sort of
artists I take quite seriously », as the dramatist put it ‘“. After
all, both his letter and his play plus Supplement are likely to be
still better known than what he asserted in his preface to Major

Barbara. Suffice it to say, therefore, that Man and Superman con-
stitutes Shaw’s most outspoken (or, at least, most popular) admis-
sion of his much disputed Nietzscheanism. It was then, in 1903,

that he committed the weighty imprudence of listing the German
« among the writers whose peculiar sense of the world I recognize

as more or less akin to my own » ".

37 Cf. SHAW, Dramatic Opinions and Exxuyx, cit., p. 386.
3 Cf. Homme, op. cit., p. 332.
39 Cf. SHAW, Man and Superman, cit., p. 136 f.
‘“ Ibid.‚ p. miii.
" Ibid.
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He must soon have regretted this confession bitterly. Doubt-
less, Shaw’s label stuck. At no time has there been more talk

about his indebtedness to Nietzsche than during the first decades
of the 20th century. For years, from an anonymous review pub—
lished in « Blackwood’s Magazine » ‘2 to Maximilian A. Mügge’s
Friedrich Nietzsche: Hi: Life and Work, Henry L. Mencken’s Tbe

Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche, and beyond, Shaw was solemnly
baptized « the foremost among [...] Nietzschean writers »“, ot
else denounced as one whose « true importance and significance »
lay, « not in his weak variations upon stale themes by Marx, but

in his thunderous bellowings of Nietzsche »“. Poor G. B. S.!
Surely, verdicts such as these were anything but flattering, and
eqmlly irritating was the allegation that « ìn practically all of
the curious dramas he has sent forth since, the Nietzschean creed,

in all its details — and even, in many places, in its very phraseolo-
gy — is well to the fore » ‘5. The fact that none other than Oswald
Spengler, in the first volume of his Decline of the West, topped
off this barrage by exposing Shaw as a veritable ‘pupil’ of Nietz-

sche’s (if, simultaneously, as superseding him: « der Schüler und

Vollender Nietzsches ») “’ was hardly fit to provide an excess of

consolation, either. Moreover, there was always Gilbert Keith

Chesterton Who lay in ambush, Shaw’s personal foe and opponent.

Not only did he, amusingly enough, fall for, and further elaborate

on, the absurd idea that the German was in effect « a Pole » hy

descent, and « probably a Polish noble » to boot ", but he also
brought up some vitriolic gibes about Shavian Nietzscheanism.
Shaw simply displayed a ludicrous ineptness for dealing with Nietz-

sche and Nietzsche’s message, Chesterton held sardonically, I shall

be forgiven, I hope, for repeating his congenial verdict: 
“ Cf. RIx, op. cit, p. 125.
43 Mumm… A. MÜGGE, Friedrich Nietucbe: His Life and Work, London

1908, p. 351. ’
“ HENRY L. MmcmaN, The Pbilompby of Friedricb Nietucbe, London 1908,

p. 274.
45 Ibid.‚ p. 275.
* OSWALD SPENGLER, Der Unlergang dex Abendlandes, 2 vol.s, Vienna-Léipzig

1918/22, I, p. 536.
‘7 GK. CHESTERTON, George Bernard Shaw, London 1925, pj203.
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Nietzsche might really have done some good if he had taught Bernard Shaw to

draw the sword, to drink wine, or even to dance. But he only succeeded in

putting into his head a new superstition, which bids fair to be the chief supcrsti-

tion of the dark ages which are possibly in front of us — I mean the supastition
of what is called the Superman “.

As a matter of fact, Shaw was to face the accusation of being
not just « the first » but likewise « the [...] worst vulgarizer of
Nietzsche » as late as 1929! ‘9 Small wonder, in sum, if he tended
to helittle or downright reject a discipleship Which, supposedly,
was such a blatant and trivial parroting of the master and yet
had failed to make the best of so questionable an approach.

But ought not the case of “Shaw vs. Nietzsche’ to be settled by
now? Has not its evidence _— or the quintessence thereof — long
been manifest, all too manifest? At any rate, the thesis I Wish to

propound, as the final result of my reconsideration, is being sub-
mitted here sine ira et studio. I for one value both Shaw and
Supershaw highly. Besides, isn’t it somewhat ironica] that, on
closer inspection, it should be exactly Major Barbara, with its
angry denial of all Nietzscheanism, which reveals itself as the most
Nietzschean of Shaw’s products, whereas Man und Superman,
with its avowed Nietzscheanism already in its title, should betray
far less of the Nietzschean influence than may seem at first view?
Or, perhaps, this isn’t so ironical, but is rather an adequate token

of the dramatist’s complex relationship to the philosopher? We
must not forget that there exists the aforesaid exception to the
rule-words of Shavian Wisdom that have, for Whatever reason,

rarely been mentioned, and barely quoted, although it was only
with them that the German Diabolonian received his ultimate due.
Which happened, it must also be stressed, in the « Fabian News »,
of all places 5°, and in 1907, i.e. shortly after Shaw had finished
Major Barbara and its preface. And those words were uttered in

earnest. Reviewing A.R. Orage’s slim volume of the previous year,
Friedrich Nielzxcbe: Tbe Dionysian Spifi! of [be Age, the Irishman
offered a surprisingly fair and balanced assessment of the Ger-

" Ibid., p. 206.
‘9 Quoted by Tun…, op. cit., p. 207.
” For the following quotations, see fn. 18.
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man’s person and work, indeed an account nearly unbiased, with-

out in the least retracting the principal objectìons he was wont to
raise. Shaw made it abundantly clear Why such books Were
“badly wanted", and he did so in the most telling pro—Nietzschean
manner. Even the foolishness he once had attributed to the
professor was completely reversed by him, and blamed on Nietz-
sche’s cavilers instead. Thus, then, spake Shaw:

It is old-fnshioned now to dispute about Wagner and Ibsen; but on Nieîzsche

fully and ìgnorance are still busy. The ioumalists have read in one another’s

paragraphs a certain sentence about ‘the big blonde bensi’; and from this misunder—

stood sample they construct an imaginary Nietzsche of impossible mental and

moral inferinrìry to themselves. If they ever asked themselves how this depmved
and imbecile phantom succeeded in making an impression on Europe which they,

with all their superiority, cannot make even on Fleet Street, they would probably

reply that nh: Kopenick captain did no less, and that Nietzsche was the Kopenick
captain of philosophy [sic].

A perplexing and thoroughly Shavian comparison indeed; but
Shaw added immediately:

Anyone who will take the trouble to read Mr. Orage’s very interesting and
readeble little book will pay no attention in future to this sort of joumzlistic
anti-Nietzscheanism. His selection from Nietzsche’s aphorisxm md his statement

of Nietzsche’s position are just what is needed: that is, they give the characteristic

and differenu'al features of Niemche’s philosophy md influence [...]. This is no

small critical feat; for, like all mortal men, the actual Nietzsche was to a grent

extent the child of his age, & German professor like any other German professor
of the Wagnerìm»Darwinian half of the nineteenth century, afflicted with con-

ventional and sometimes very Philistine delusions as to the glory of the Renais-
sance, the nobility of the ancient Romans, the importance and permanent validity

of the mere fashions of his day in erudition, the scientific character of physics and
biology as opposed to the antiscientific character of religion, the {\mdamenmlity of

love and beauty as the subject and object of art, the supremacy of classical
architecture: in short, the whole intellectual bag of tricks of his generation. I have

seldom read ten pages of Nietzsche without coming upon some historic or artistic
illustration in which the conventionality and shallowness of the view he accepts

is not in striking contrast to his ingenious, original and suggestive application

of it. The most original Writer in the world can no more avoid the common

thought of his age and species than he can avoid the common features Which

make all white men seem ulike to ;: negro; but this did not prevent Nietzsche

from producing, in ‘Also Spruch Zarathustra’, the first modem book that can
be set above the Palms of David at every point on their own ground. Mr. Oragc,  
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more Nietzschean than Nietzsche himself—as he ought to be—shews his Competence

and his advantage over mediocrity by omitting the common form, and giving the

distinctive features by which Nietzsche stands out from the mob of Europeans as a
man of genius.

What more can one expect or demand? Granted that Shaw
points again, in the end, to his beloved ìndigenous tradition of

iconoclasts and heresiarchs — namely, by citing the early essays of
Belfort Bax and Smart Glennie’s theory of Christianity — yet he
has, all the same, supplied us with a remarkable and memorable

reconsideration of his own. For not only do these brief words
bespeak & penetrating insight into Nietzsche’s mind and a solid
acquaintance with his vast and variegated (zuvre, but they also
defend the philosopher against, literally, that “anti-Nietzscheanism”
which is always as rampant as is the wildest breed of its opposite.
Hence, on the one hand, Shaw’s neglected review amply cor-
robotates what we have suspected from the very beginning; on
the other, it may safely be said to cancel for its part the entire
host of disclaimers Shaw proffered over the years. And while it
does not amount to a pious confession, much less a contrite recanta—
tion, it does form a sound, enlightening, and, above all, trustworthy

test'unony. One might almost be tempted to conclude that such a
straightforward utterance tenders any scholarly efforts superfluous.

Not quite, though. Shaw’s truly exceptional and, I daresay,
unmistakable text has not only been widely ignored by scholars,
but it has in effect been perverted and tampered by one of them.
Precisely the author of what allegedly is the most comprehensive
study of Nietzsche’s impact on English letters, Bridgwater once
more, has chosen to suppress it altogether, apart from a minimal
aside dealing with Orage, and actually to disown and dispossess
Shaw, indeed to ascribe the whole thing to some unknown Fabian
reviewer! 5" And this alone, I feel, is sufficient to justify my
sizable quote _ the text is plainly signed “G. B. S.”, incidentally —
as well as my survey of Shaw’s express pronouncements on Nietz-
sche, along With other pertinent evidence. But to return to my
thesis, I must admit that it is in fact rather simple. It is also

twofold, however. First, I maintain that Shaw Was suffused and

51 Cf. BnmswA'nan, op. cit., p. 65; significantly, no reference is given.
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imbued With far more of Nietzsche’s (or Nietzschean) thought than

either he would concede or his critics were to detect; second, I

claim that Shaw, both as a thinker and a writer, resembled Nietz-

sche to a degree that neither he himself nor his critics have ever
been fully aware of. The Irishman was — to use the formula of a
past admire: of his, though in a much more emphatic sense —— « a
Nietzschean before he [...] heard of Nietzsche » 52, and was
likewise, to reiterate my own slogan, Shaw before he met Super—
shaw. Still, the latter precedes the former, if only by a dozen years,
or by virtue of that ptoverbial pre-eminence of philosophy over
the rest of humanjstic endeavors. Less farcically put, and measured
against the latest scholarship on Shaw and Nietzsche: I am, to be
sure, in many ways in agreement With Thatcher and similar critics—
including, Where he behaves decently, the inevitable Bridgwater —
but at the same time I go a good deal beyond even Thatcher.
What is at stake here is not a quantitative difference only; it is
& qualitative one as well. Such, at least, would seem the con-
clusion to draw for a confirmed Hegelian 53. In any event, Shaw’s
relationship to Nietzsche can hardly be reduced, as has been the
case until now, to a problem of mere influence or Rezeption:-
gescbicbte, no matter how subtly defined. Nor is Shaw’s own
recognition, however profound, of his Nietzschem kinship enough.

For the time being, I have to leave it at that. Everything
else — Shaw’s treatment of Nietzsche’s Birth of Tragedy, his Di-
onysian (and thus, paradoxically, Nietzschean) image of Shakespeare,
his Eutipidean (and thus, most logically, Nietzschean) image of
Ibsen, as well as his Nietzschean Socratism and Dionysianism in

general — will be reserved for the discussion “ or, perhaps, for fu-
ture critical sessions and further research 55. As is meet and proper,

52 See JAMES Humus introducuon to BERNARD SHAW Dramatic Opinion:
and Essays, cit., I, p. xv.

53 Compare, for instance, ROBERT F WHITMAN, Shaw and tbe Play of Idefix,
Ithaca—London 1977; Whitman discusses Shavìan Hegelianìsm, yet without denying
Shaws indebtedness and affinity to Nietzsche.

5‘ Originally, this paper was presented as part of a discussion section at the
1982 Annual Conference, held111 New York, of the “Northeast Modem Language
Association of America”.

5 With tegami to Nietzsche’s ‘Socratism’ (rather than ‘Apollonianism’) vs.
his ‘Dionysianism’, see my Tbe Hidden Herilage: Repercusxianx of Nietzsche in
Modern Tbeater and It: Tbeariex, in « Nieusche—Studien », 12 (1983), pp. 55-71.  
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however, when disengaging oneself from both Nietzsche and Shaw,
if only temporarily, I shall end With yet another aphotistic state-
ment. It reads as follows:

Socrates, simply to confcss it, stands so near to mc that I almost always fight :

battle with him.
(Sukralex, un ex nur zu bekennen, sieht mir m nahe, daß icb in:: immer einen

Kampf mit ibm kämpft)“.

And this is not any imaginary quotation but Nietzsche’s
laconic summary of his 0 w 11 complex and contradictory _— and
still much disputed — relationship to h i s greatest predecessor.
Might it not conclusively be applied to Shaw’s attitude toward
Supershaw as well? “

5 Cf. Fmanmm Nm'rzsan, Sämtliche Werke: Kritixcbe Studienausgabe in
15 Bänden, hrsg. von GIORGIO COLL! u. Mmo MONTrNAm, München—Berlin-Ncw
York 1980, vol. 8, p. 97 (print and spelling normalizcd).

5’ Mention should at least be made of the following contributions which have
nppeared, or come to my attention, after the completion of my manusccipt: JOSEPH
BONERANDI, Nietzsche et Bernard Shaw: Commentateurx de Sbakexpeare, in Analyxe:
et ré/lexinn: sur... Jules César de William Sba-kexpeare et l'bonneur, Paris 1979,
pp. 427—42; MARC Potrou, Du pèlen'n de Bunyan au :urbomme de Nielncbe: La
Curieuxe Géne'alogie du béros xbtwien, in Vivante tradition, sources et meiner:
Evolution de quelques“ fanne: et force: en lillérature et civilimlian anglaim, Pa-
ris 1982, pp. 97-106; YVES Smau, Britain and Nietzsche, in « Quinquereme: New
Studies in Modern Languages », 7 (1984), PP. 89—95.

 


